


▪ Moving, changing objects through 
time

▪ Traditional animation

 drawing each image separately

 cel animation: draw on transparent 
(celluloid) sheets, layer the sheets
 change only the moving parts

 lead animator draws key poses, 
“inbetweeners” frames between key poses 
(tweening)

Emile Reynaud - Pauvre Pierrot (1892)

Disney – Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs (1937)
first feature film animation

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=426mqlB-kAY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=426mqlB-kAY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t1mEHEgDehg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M2ORkIrHUbg


▪ Keyframing

 “traditional” way of animation

▪ Set key poses (keyframes), 
interpolate in between

 type of interpolation determines the 
movement

Lasseter, J. Principles of Traditional Animation applied to 3D 
Computer Animation.

https://www.cs.cmu.edu/afs/cs/academic/class/15462-f09/www/lec/Lesseter.pdf
https://www.cs.cmu.edu/afs/cs/academic/class/15462-f09/www/lec/Lesseter.pdf


▪ Performance based animation 
(motion capture)
 capture movements of actors

▪ Different capturing systems for 
different requirements
 suits, markers, markerless …

 full-body tracking, just hands, facial 
animation …

▪ Usually captured data are noisy and 
specific to actor
 cleaning

 retargeting - transfer of movements 
between different actors

Marker-based motion capture

Facial capture

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o_7CfWlkqm8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o_7CfWlkqm8


▪ Physically based animation -
dynamics
 define forces, object properties, 

simulate behavior

▪ Different types
 particle animation

 fluid dynamics

 rigid body animation

 soft body animation

 physical character animation

 cloth

 hair

 …



▪ Behavioral animation

 character defines its own actions 

▪ Actions may be based on

 knowledge of the environment 

 individual, aggregate or intelligent 
behavior 

 crowd management

▪ Various types

 flocking

 boids

 crowd animation

Massive

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6SqR0dyJ0OQ




▪ “Traditional” approach

 the most widely used type of animation

 fine control over movement

▪ Process

 animators specify important keyframes
in 3D

 in-between frames are generated by 
interpolation

 tuning of interpolation curves is time 
consuming

Interpolation

Key frames



▪ Standard types

 linear interpolation

 cubic spline interpolation

▪ Linear interpolation

 C0 continuity

 rigid, robot like movement
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▪ Splines
 smooth curve that passes through all 

keypoints

 curve composed of segments, each 
segment a simple curve
 low order polynomial – typically cubic

 locally simple, globally flexible

 segments are  constructed so, that they 
are continuous (C1 or C2) at keyframes

▪ Typical animation splines:
 Bézier splines (interactive software, e.g. 

Maya)

 Catmull-Rom splines (non-interactive 
scenarios)
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▪ Curve segments need to be 
adjusted, as interpolated values may 
break physical constraints

 control of tangents over individual 
segments is desired - Bézier splines 

▪ Manipulation of curve segments 
yields different movements between 
keyframes

 Demo: comparison of different time-
distance functions

Krivulje poteka    Čas

Lasseter, J. Principles of Traditional Animation applied to 3D Computer Animation.
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http://cubic-bezier.com/#.17,.67,.88,.63
../../../INTERNO/PREDMET_RG/MOVIES/ANIMACIJA/3_accelerationMOTION.mov
../../../INTERNO/PREDMET_RG/MOVIES/ANIMACIJA/3_decelerationMOTION.mov


▪ Any numerical parameter can be 
keyframed, e.g.:

 position, orientation, scale

 colors, texture parameters, visibility

 body deformation

 facial features

 hair and clothing

 lights and cameras

▪ For movement, we can specify 

 positions, or

 constrain motion to a path, animate the 
speed of movement



▪ Euler angles are a standard way of 
representing orientation

 𝜃𝑥, 𝜃𝑦, 𝜃𝑧 represent angles of rotation 

around the three axes

▪ The order of rotation around the 
axes is important

 axes are not independent



▪ With animation of Euler angles, 
gimbal lock can occur when the 
inner and outer axes align

 during animation, a way out of gimbal 
lock will is achieved by changing all 
three angles

 this leads to arc-like paths in otherwise 
straight rotations

Euler angles explained

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zc8b2Jo7mno
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zc8b2Jo7mno


▪ Avoiding Gimbal lock

 use a different rotation order (e.g. for 
camera, use tilt as the middle axis)

 use quaternion interpolation

▪ Quaternions:

 alternative to Euler angles

 represent axis and rotation around axis 
as a 4D complex number

 can interpolate between without 
Gimbal lock problems



▪ The most widely used type of 
animation

 offers complete control

 is also used in combination with motion 
capture and other techniques

▪ However

 requires a lot of manual, tedious work

 physical realism is hard to achieve

The Making of Toy Story 3

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=su_3e9AU9SA




▪ Character animation is typically 
performed on character rigs

▪ A skeleton/rig is consists of:

 interconnected bones (links)

 skin

 intermediate tissue (muscles etc.) to 
help with skin deformation

▪ Animation of the skeleton moves 
and deforms the skin/muscles

Slike: http://www.okino.com/conv/skinning.htm



▪ A skeleton is a tree where
 nodes are joints, which rotate

 branches are rigid bones (also called links)

 the tree is also called a linkage

 end effectors is are the most distant links in the 
linkage (final nodes of arms, legs etc.)

▪ It is a hierarchy
 there is a root, parent/child relations exist

 movement of a parent moves all the children

 concept similar to a scene graph

▪ Humans have approx. 100 types of joints
 with different types of constraints in 

movements

 skeleton joints may also have constraints
 axis and angle of rotation



▪ During animation the skeleton takes 
on different poses

 configuration using given set of joint 
angles

▪ Skeletons are animated in two ways:

 forward kinematics
 standard animation where the pose is 

determined by rotations and positions of 
joints in a hierarchy

 inverse kinematics
 pose (joint angles) of a linkage is determined 

by position of the first joint and the end 
effector



▪ We animate the end effector 
position relative to the root

▪ Internal angles are computed

 based on bone length and root and end 
effector positions

 simple linkages have an analytic 
solution

 otherwise numeric iterative solutions 
exist

q2
q3

root position

end effector
position

q1



▪ Character animation combines 
kinematics & inverse kinematics

 with forward kinematics, key joint 
rotations are set
 inbetween rotations interpolated

 with inverse kinematics, key end 
effector positions are set
 inbetween positions are interpolated 

 inverse kinematics determines the rotations 
of joints



▪ Skeleton is embedded into a 
detailed character mesh
 skeleton movements deform the skin

▪ Rig: controls for easier animation of 
the character are added

▪ How to deform the skin?
 the most popular technique: Skeletal 

Subspace Deformation (SSD), or simply 
Skinning 

 also called
 vertex blending 

 matrix palette skinning 

 linear blend skinning 



▪ Each bone has a deformation of the 
space around it (rotation, translation)

▪ Attach geometry vertices to bones

 attach each vertex to many bones at once

 in the middle of a limb, the skin points follow 
the bone rotation (near-rigidly)

 at a joint, skin is deformed according to a 
weighted combination of bone deformations

▪ Each vertex thus has a weight with 
each bone

 weights are automatically calculated and 
may be changed by hand – weight painting

Colored triangles are attached to 1 bone
Black triangles are attached to more than 1



▪ Services such as Mixamo enable an 
easy way to bind a skeleton to a 
character

▪ Upload a character (obj) in its T-pose

▪ Service automatically binds and sets 
vertex weights

▪ Export bound model with motion 
captured animations mapped (fbx)

https://www.mixamo.com/


▪ Shape interpolation
▪ Pose space deformation: extend 

smooth skinning by allowing the 
vertices to be modeled at different key 
poses 
 for an elbow, for example, one could model 

it straight, then model it fully bent
 these shapes are interpolated inbetween

▪ Blend shapes: similar, but without 
skeletons
 set key poses of an entire mesh

▪ Supported by software, e.g. Maya
 can set different pose control parameters 

and define model deformations at the 
poses

 inbetween shapes are interpolated



▪ Model muscles, deform skin according 
to muscles

 approaches range from simple 
approximations using basic primitives to 
detailed anatomical simulations

▪ Bones are essentially rigid

 muscles occupy almost all of the space 
between bone & skin

 although they can change shape, muscles 
have essentially constant volume

 the rest of the space between the bone & 
skin is filled with fat & connective tissues

 skin is connected to fatty tissue and can 
usually slide freely over muscle



▪ Skin can thus show effects of muscles, fat bulges, facial expressions, and 
even simple clothing

 Example: Shrek & Fiona have 90 muscles, animated by 585 controls





▪ Basic principles of animation stem 
from traditional animation

 are universal in 2D & 3D computer 
animation

▪ 12 basic principles

 Squash and Stretch, Anticipation, 
Staging, Pose to Pose, Follow Through, 
Slow in and Slow out, Arcs, Secondary 
Action, Timing Exaggeration, Solid 
Drawing, Appeal

▪ Examples

Thomas and Johnston: Disney Animation: The Illusion of Life, 1981

http://www.comet-cartoons.com/3ddocs/charanim/index.html


▪ Timing

 timing may define the meaning of a 
gesture

▪ Slow in and out

 objects don’t suddenly start to 
move/stop

▪ Arcs

 objects usually don’t move in straight 
lines

Speed defines meaning

Movement starts/stops slowly

Objects move in arcs

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BarOk2p38LQ&list=PL-bOh8btec4CXd2ya1NmSKpi92U_l6ZJd&index=9
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fQBFsTqbKhY&list=PL-bOh8btec4CXd2ya1NmSKpi92U_l6ZJd&index=6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I1_tZ9LhJD4&list=PL-bOh8btec4CXd2ya1NmSKpi92U_l6ZJd&index=7


▪ Anticipation

 something is usually happening before 
movement starts

▪ Squash & stretch

 objects are usually not rigid

▪ Exaggeration

 gives accent to situation

Anticipation

Exaggerated gesture has more impact

Squash & stretch

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F8OtE60T8yU&index=2&list=PL-bOh8btec4CXd2ya1NmSKpi92U_l6ZJd
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HfFj-VQKiAM&index=10&list=PL-bOh8btec4CXd2ya1NmSKpi92U_l6ZJd
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=haa7n3UGyDc




Story Dept.

Art Dept.

Modeling Dept.

Shading Dept. Layout Dept.

Animation Dept.

Lighting Dept.

Camera Dept.

Story, storyboard, reels

Designs, color studies, detailed model descriptions

Models, characters, rigging

Materials, textures 3D layout, rough animation - staging

Lights, cameras

Rendering

Detailed animations, hair etc.

Script

Animation

Dreamworks process
Pixar cars animation progression

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ru0tQRJ4qKs
https://youtu.be/Z_V752_-8F0


Storyboarding at Pixar

http://universalanimatedfilm.com/the-storyboards-made-by-pixar/








Tangled – progression of an animated shot

https://youtu.be/l-S7wQx_hvs?t=99








▪ Michael Comet Cartoons

▪ Rick Parent, Computer Animation: Algorithms and Techniques, 3rd Edition

▪ Matusik et al. MIT EECS 6.837 Computer Graphics (slides)

▪ Rotenberg, CSE169: Computer Animation (slides)

▪ Zerrin et al, Computer Animation (slides)

http://www.comet-cartoons.com/
https://www.elsevier.com/books/computer-animation/parent/978-0-12-415842-9
https://ocw.mit.edu/courses/electrical-engineering-and-computer-science/6-837-computer-graphics-fall-2012/
https://cseweb.ucsd.edu/classes/sp16/cse169-a/index.html
http://www.cs.uu.nl/docs/vakken/mcanim/

